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Abstract  
Our study explores how to augment tech mining using pre-trained models on multimodal 

unstructured data. Tech Mining, "a special form of "Big Data" analytics, aims to generate practical 

intelligence using text-mining and other analytical & visualization applications for analyses of 

Science, Technology & Innovation (ST&I) information resources. Intellectual Property (IP) 

information (i.e. scientific literature, patents, trademarks or design filing data) is one of the many 

important sources of ST&I information in Tech Mining methods and applications" (Corken and 

Radauer 2022). One limitation in current approaches to tech mining of tweets is processing scant 

characters while simultaneously handling noise and multimodality(verbal, visual, affect). 

Multimodality (Höllerer et al. 2018; van Leeuwen 2017; Zilber 2017) requires taking multimodal 

data seriously, e.g. emojis, images, hyperlinks and words in tweets, especially when forecasting 

patterns in time series data (Taylor and Letham 2017; Zhu and Porter 2002). This project thus 

adopts a multimodal approach that explores pre-trained language models (Zhou et al. 2020; Li 

2022), particularly transformers (Dai et al. 2019; Nguyen et al.) that support semi-automatic text 

classification and topic prediction tasks. We performed these experiments on digital trace data 

such as social media tweets, images and news articles). Our prototype setup instantiated in the 

ArenaBox is an accessible natural language processing toolkit/research pipeline that can augment 

empirical exploration and mapping of emergent innovation actors, strategies, practices, topics, 

and logic in tweets. Future work may also extract information using named entity approaches in 

mining technology-specific events as temporal patterns over time. ArenaBox, accompanied by a 

multimodal dataset, is a robust and accessible proxy for mapping innovation concepts that diffuse 

between actors (organizations) in innovation ecosystems/multi-actor networks. Informed by recent 

work in innovation network research and the crucial role of intermediary discourse (Boon et al. 

2011; Lukkarinen et al. 2018; van Lente et al. 2003; Van Lente 2011) in institutional change and 



sustainability transitions, we have been exploring the question : What characterizes robust 
metrics for leveraging transformers and multimodal data in classifying and predicting 
topical concepts organizations use, particularly systemic intermediaries in the European 
Innovation context?  

  

  
Figure 1 ArenaBox Dataset Framework  

  
ArenaBox is a prototype framework (Figure 1) that demonstrates how such language models can 

augment tech mining using social media from Twitter to scale our understanding of innovation 

intermediaries and mediating processes radically. Multimodal analysis (Douwe Kiela et al. 2019) 

and multilabel classification of social media data (verbal and visual text) is still uncharted territory 

for tech mining research. However, multimodality as a research stream has been explored as 

relevant for understanding complex innovation processes. Our preliminary exploratory results 

show that Twitter data text classification improves over manual approaches in understanding 

multimodal text's structural and temporal dimensions. Furthermore, this language model approach 

scales when human researchers cannot manually code verbal or visual registers. Our approach 

and dataset are thus crucial to bringing zero shot applications to tech mining, e.g. in understanding 

the who (Actors and entities), the what (resources, actor roles and practices) and their discursive 

agency over time. Our ongoing work thus leverages multimodality in bringing more insights to tech 

mining literature and elaborates on open questions and limitations in predicting future events to 

gain relevant and robust tech mining insights on, e.g. innovation diffusion in sustainability-oriented 

innovation networks. We invite further attention to taking a multimodal approach to the tech mining 

of tweets, particularly for high-quality "forecasts" for time series data on social media.  
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